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Preface

This Standard was prepared by the Joint Standards Australia/Standards New Zealand Committee EL-
031, Intruder Alarm Equipment and Installations.

The objective of this Standard is to specify the minimum requirements and gives recommendations 
for Video Surveillance Systems (VSS), so far called CCTV, installed for security applications. This 
Standard specifies the minimum performance requirements and functional requirements to be agreed 
on between customer, law-enforcement where applicable and supplier in the operational requirement, 
but does not include requirements for design, planning, installation, testing, operation or maintenance.

This Standard also applies to VSS sharing means of detection, triggering, interconnection, control, 
communication and power supplies with other applications.

This Standard excludes installation of remotely monitored detector activated VSSs.

This Standard is an adoption with national modifications, and has been reproduced from, 
IEC 62676-1-1:2013, Video surveillance systems for use in security applications — Part 1-1: System 
requirements — General. The modifications are additional requirements and are set out in Appendix ZZ, 
which has been added at the end of the source text.

Appendix ZZ lists the variations to IEC 62676-1-1:2013 for the application of this Standard in Australia 
and New Zealand.

As this document has been reproduced from an International Standard, the following applies:

(a) In the source text “this part of IEC 62676” should read “this Australian/New Zealand Standard”.

(b) A full point substitutes for a comma when referring to a decimal marker.

Australian or Australian/New Zealand Standards that are identical adoptions of international 
normative references may be used interchangeably. Refer to the online catalogue for information on 
specific Standards.

The terms “normative” and “informative” are used in Standards to define the application of the 
appendices or annexes to which they apply. A “normative” appendix or annex is an integral part of a 
Standard, whereas an “informative” appendix or annex is only for information and guidance.
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